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ABSTRACT: The brief but busy history of engineering geology in the Netherlands is
overviewed in a kaleidoscopical way. The very diverse activities of Dutch engineering
geologists obtain coherence if viewed through distinguishable themes such as site
investigation. monitoring and education. Although in research and education nearly every
aspect of international engineering geology is considered the professional activities fit very
wel! in tl1r broad contributions of Dutch ei vil engineering to international expertise: soft soils,
deltaic and offshore regions, dredging and pile foundations.

I INTRODUCTION
Likc many disciplines de veloping at the interface of old and established scicntific disciplines
engineerin g geology originated and grew gradually (Price, 1976). In the Netherlands
engineering geology was late in appearing formally. In 1974 the symposium ' North Sea and
SufToundings' (figure l) marked the start of the section of Engineering Geology of the Royal
Geological and Mining Society of the Netherlands (Bulletin IAEG. !0, 1974).
The infornwl beginnings of engineering geology are from a much earlicr date. Earth
scient ists especially mining engineers, geologists and physical geographers. were employed
in civil engineering agencies at least since 1945 to perform assignrnents which would be
called today engineering geological by nature. The mixture of presentations at the 1974
Symposium on mapping availability of raw materials, coring. geophysics and civil
engineering problems (lïgure 2) is not far different from modem engineering geology
conferences notwithstanding the fact that properly educated engineering geologists were
lacking in the Netherlands at that date.
111e appointment of David Price as reader in engineering geology in the Faculty of Mining
Engineering of Delft University of Technologyin 1975 is considered the forma! start of the
discipline of engineering geology in the Netherlands. It is interesting for once to reeall the
sequence of evcnts which cuhninated in Price 's appointment. In 1970 two earth scientists a
geographer and a geologist both working in the Civil Engineering Department of Delft
University of Technology concluded that the potenfiat benefits of applying earth scientific
knowledge to ei vil engineering problcms were unknown and conscquently underestirnated by
their civil engineering colleagucs. They presenled a nurnber of lectures on geological
problems in the broad sense of the word confront.ing civil engineering applications which
aroused rnuch interest with their colleagues. The late H.J. Geldof who very regrettably died
at a relati vely early age due to an accident in lndonesia. focussed on soit scicnce and
scdirnentology while this author focussed on soit erosion, gcomorphology and layering
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Figure 2. Presentations at !he IAEG-Symposium 1974

Figure I. Poster of !he IAEG-Symposium "Nor!h Sea and surroundings", 1974, Enschede

geometry. In 1971 the subject was found ripe for inter-facul!y discussions. Hence Bischoff
van Heemskerck (hydraulics) and De Josselin de Jong (geotechnics) from !he Civil
Engineering Department discussed engineering geology wi!h !heir colleagues Velzeboer
(off-shore mining) and Dozy (geology) from !he Mining Engineering Departrnen!. During a
brief troubled period !he departments quarreled where to incorporate !he new chair. Civil
Engineering correc!ly argued that !he initialive was theirs and that Mining Engineering had
no engineering geological tradition (the department had no eontribut ion among the papers of

figure 2). Equally correc!ly Mining Engineering argued that they had !he infrastructure to
host !he engineering geology chair - al!hough hydraulies and soil meehanics were lacking and that engineering geology everywhere abroad was incorporated in Mining Engineering
Faeul!ies. Mining Engineering had its way.
From 1971 to 1975 !he new chair of engineering geology was occupied by visiting
professors among who John Knill (lmperial College) and Barry Voight (University of
Pennsylvania) were most prominent. With the appointment of David Price in 1975 the
prehistory of engineering geology in !he Netherlands comes !o an end.
In t11e meantime !he other centre of gravity of engineering geology, !he Section of
Engineering Geology of the RGMSN had grown to 120 members in 1975 (figure 3).
Figure 3 clearly demonstrales the early enthousiasm for engineering geology. From the 50
odd participants from te Netherlands of the North Sea Symposium in Enschede in 1974 who
founded the Section, it !ook only a year to arrive at 120 members in 1975."The later growth
rate was much smaller.
Above all engineering geology is an applied science. The discipline derives its methods
from geology and several engineering sciences specifically from rnining and civil
engineering. At the same time the skilis and research restll!s of engineering geology are
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Figure 3. Memhership of the Sectien of Engineering Geology 1974- 1994
applied to civil and mining engineering problems. The smalt and even closed loop from
methods to engineering applications is run through of course by civil and rnining
engmeers themselves. The only strange clement is geology. lt is understandable thercfore that
most. engineering gcologists are eitJ1er mining of ei vil engineers specializcd in geology.
~act1ce however orten diffcrs from philosophy implying that the engineering geology scene
IS peoplcd as much by geophysicists, geologists, geographers and soil scientists as by
engineering geologisL~ who were traincd for that profession.
Consictering the development of engineering geology in the Netherlands during the last 20
years therefore means consictering the professional and research results of that lively and
diverse group of scientist that occupy the engineering geological profession. One could tackle
this ~ifficult task in several ways: from the physically impossible but complete way of
trackmg the persenat accomplishements of everybody involved to the too limited way of
consictering only the activities of the Sectien of engineering geology and the chair of
engineering geology in Delft. Your author has chosen a way in between the mcntioned
extremes. In order to describe developments and current activities in a comprehensible way
the field of engineering geology is subdivided in 6 fields of interest:
- site investigation (geophysics, coring, sampling)
- geological tnodelling (profiles, maps, 3D-models, geostatistics)
- monitoring (measuremcnts, hazard analysis)
- ground behaviour (analysis, tests)
- presentation (mapping, GIS)
- education (developments in training, role of the Section).
As far as possible overlap with thc topics of other presentations today is avoidcd .
~e autho_r had to ~~c illustrations or parts of illustrations from existing publications
w1thout havmg the ongmals. Due to this way of acting some illustrations are of Iow quality
for which the author apologizes.
eng~neering

whcn this was feit ncccssary. With the advent of engineering geologists thc situation uid not
change dramatically but gradually the most valuable contributions of engineering gcology
were discovcred and appreciated. New problems for Dutch engineers invalving complex
geology or unknown gcology - especially abroad - deep seated site investigations, rock
mechanics and seismie risks were and are the obvious topics to engage engineering
geologists. Among thc lïrst employers were the dredging companies with their large work
load abroad and their complete dependenee upon site investigation.
In ligure 4 a sectien of a geological cross-sectien of the North Sea Coast of Gennany is
presentcd. This scction determined by Fugro is based on the complete tootbox of cone
penetratien tests, borings , vibrocores and seismie refraction mcasurements. A very reliable
profile was needed since a shallow no-dig tunnel for a large diameter pipcline was planned
to pass just below the continuous peat layer at the base of the holocene at some R m below
the surface. (Colightly, 1993). This type of site investigation today is usually perfonned by
engineering geologists. Fugro is also perfonning routine investigations after limestone cavities
and thc prescnce of boulders.
TI1e Geological Survey of the Netherlands (GSN) was assigned to investigate the gcological
position of saltdornes to asscss their suitability for burial of radio-aclive and chemica! wasles
(GSN-report, 1993). Tagether with the inventory of decper clay layers for slorage of
hydrocarbons or other valuable stock matcrials GSN contributed by these investigations to
anothcr field of engineering geology: the geological and engineering properties of deep layers
(GSN-report, 1984). The Geological Surveywithits involvement in international programmes
such as the deep-sea burial option for radio-active waste has anyhow stimulated engineering
applications in geology: Delft Geotechnics ' devclopment of microsensors in field probes and
Fugro's line of small bottom-seated reconaissance rigs.
All engineering geologists encounter 'exotic' soils during their site investigations. Dutch
pioneers such as Begemann (Delft Geotechnics), Hartevelt (Fugro) and VoOte. Van der Meer
Mohr (!TC) stumbled over hard-to-assess grounds like shales, chalk and weathered rock long
before engineering geology existed as a discipline. Nowadays the evaluation of those
matcrials is orten committed to the charge of engineering geologists (Luger et al., 1993). A
few examples will be given in paragraph 5.
Site investigation can hardly be seen apart from instrument development. For Fugro the
off-shore market presenled the challenge while for many other companies and institutes the
Delta works stimulated many innovations. lnstruments developed by Dutch companies often
share the penetratien system: statie, hydraulically driven penetrating rods or tubes. The
reaction needed is derived from the weight of the canier or from some clamping device
within a previously fixed tube.
Delft Geotechnics (DG) developed its diving bell and the Geological Survey its Geodoff
vibrocorer while Fugro deployed a series of off-shore rigs and penetratien systems clamped
in boring tubes.

2 SITE INVESTIGA TION
Site investigation for thc preparatien of the foundations of infrastructural works is an ancien!
art. Foundation engineers uscd to pcrform this work with some assistance from geologists
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Figure 5. Offshore CPT-rig Seascout (Fugro)

The devclopments continue unt il today
althougil Delft Geotcchnics has left t11e
offshore market and the Geological Survey is
less active in instrument developrnent. A
recent Fugro-system such as the Seascout
(figure 5) with its long continuous
penetrometer stroke benefitled from the
research cooperation in the radio-active waste
programme in which fue steel disce furust
system was developed.
The Engineering Geology group of the
Mining Engineering Faculty of Delft
University of Technolo,gy concentrales on
simple and easy-to-do instruments and
methods such as the electrooie
Schmidfuammer test (Verwaai, Mulder, 1993)
and field methods for estimation of grain si ze
distribution of gravel for example by using
windows of different sizes to look through
(even a ladder suffices). On fue other hand
Fugro and Delft Geotechnics concentrale on
complicated sensor-carrying systems such as
the seismie cone of both companies (for
Fugro, see Kay, 1994) in which Delft
Geotechnics deploys a number of 3D
accelerometers to estimate botll propagation
and attenuation of P- and S-waves. Many
companies perfonn seismie surveys: Fugro is
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doing it routinely offshore. Delft Gcotcclmics is also pcrfonning some dcvclopmcnt work in
the field (Douma et al. , 1990). The reader is furthcr referred to (Stienstra, 1994) in this issue
for the soil-chemical instmments. Fugro moreover is continuously improving its cone
pressuremeter whercas Delft Geotcchnics is busy to imprave !he interpretation software of
ground probing radar (11gure 6 and Wensink, 1993).
Boring and coring dcvices get less attention. Delft Gcotechnics concentrales on the
soil-instrument interaction of penetrometers and the Begemann continuous sampler (Van
Eekelcn. Van den Berg. 1994).
In all these developments engineering gcologists as prime uscrs are active in formulating
the instrumcnts' speci11cations and field testing.
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3 GEOLOGICAL MODELLINO
Thc geological Survey of the Netherlands has been active in this lïcld since times
irnmemorial. Especially the assessment of mineral deposits and the availability of raw
matcrials asks for reliablc 3D-rnodelling. The dctailed modeHing of the top of salt do mes and
the consequent faulting in the overburelen sedirnents due to their intrusion is anothcr good
example (Salt dornes. 1993). In collaboration with thc Mining Engineering Faculty ancl Delft
Geotechnics both geometrical and simulation moelels of some gas reservoirs and their
surrounclings were made to assess the relation between gas extraction ancl ground vibrations.
An interesting example of moclelling on the national scale is presenteel by 11gure 7,
unfortunately nol reproclucable in the original colours. The estimated subsidence ancl uplift
is bascel upon geodetical survey marksof the Deparunent of Public Works (Lorenz, 1990).
GSN attributes thc large subsidcnce of the Westcm part of the Netherlands as much to
continuing compaction of the thick tcrtiary and quaternary clay layers in the subsoil as to
neotectonics.
Delft Gcotechnics werc the first to produce explicitly geotechnical maps and proflies in the
Netherlands (Krajicck, Nieuwenhuis, 1982). This aetivity was continued in collaboration with
the Geological Survey. Delft Geotechnics is actually eencentrating more on 3D-modelling in
relation with the preparation of large infrastructural works whereas GSN is performing more
of the gcotechnical mapping work for municipalities. The use of a typkal tnodelling tooi
such as geostatistics was strongly slimuialed by the Combination Dredging Research. Thc
engineering geologists of Bos Kalis Westminster were tl1e first to use it based upon software
developed by Delft Geotechnics. The value of geostatistics in the assesssment of deposits to
be dredged is often howevcr limited due to the complexity of the deposits or the Jack of
su fficient field data.
The University of Utrecht, in collaboration with the Free University Amsterdam. has
performeel research into tl1e full use of penetrometer readings for 3D modelling of
scdimentary .are as (Coerts, 1990).
For geological tnodelling accomplishments of Fugro the reader is referred to (Kay, 1994)
in this issue.

4 MONITORING
Monitoring the condition of foundations by instrumentation is less common in the
Netherlands than in some other countries such as the UK, Germany and Japan. Apart from
the coastal defence structurcs tl1ere are no large dams in Holland which explains a lot of the
diffcrence. The foundations of some piers of the Eastern Scheldt stonn surge barrier are
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instrumenteel in order to monitor deforn1ations and pore pressures. lnstrumentation was
performeel by Delft Geotechnics which is still monitoring thc readings. The samc is truc for
the main pier of the Brienenoordbridge in Rotterdam.
Fugro monitors thc foundations of a number of wind turbines in the Netherlar~ds. The
uncertainty regarding the bearing capacity of deep-founcled pi les in densc sands subjeeled to
cornprcssive andlor rension loads has led to an cxtcnsivc pilc tcstin g programme called

Figure 9. View of the rock mass separated from the valley wal! of the Breiterberg
(Vorarlberg. Austria)
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Figure 8. Rock fall haz..ard map displaying the votocity of a rolling blocks as a function of
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Europides (Kolk, 1994). Fugro is preparing this programme for 0.8 m diameter piles drivcn
to 50 m below thc surface some 30 m of which in densely packed sands, near Eemshaven
in Groningen.
Much more common is the monitoring of polluted sites as to hydrology and dispersion of
pollutants. This type of monitoring is performed by many companies and institutes; the
number of instrumented sites is growing rapidly. Many engineering geologists find their jobs
in the environmental engineering sector.
If the tenn monitoring may be used to include hazard assessment we speak of an extensive
field of activities in the Netherlands and abroad. The oldest tradition in hazard assessments
is with the International Jnstitute for Aerosurvey and Earth Sciences (!TC). JTC has made
hazard mapsof natura! hazards such as earthquakes, Iandsfides and soil erosion as long as
engineering geology exists in the Nctherlands. ITC's methodology is based on mapping of
terrain units in large-scale aereal photography and subsequent description and verification in
the field (Ren gers et al.. 1990). TI1e recent use of GIS-systems in hazard analysis is described
in paragraph ó (Van Westen et al.. 1990). One example is shown in figure 8.

The Engineering Geology group of Delft University is involved in hazard mapping in
mountainous areas and in earthquake hazards. The one real network in engineering geology
in the Netherlands concerns hazard analysis and land use planning. The network romprises
the !TC, the Delft Group, the Physical Geography Group of the University of Utrecht and
smaller groups from the University of Amsterdam and the Free University of Amsterdam.
The groups cooperate all logether in Colombia (earthquake, landslides, vulcanic and urban
hazards); whereas the ITC and the Delft Group cooperate in Spain (engineering geological
mapping). The Delft Group and Amsterdam in Austria (rock slides), Amsterdam and Utrecht
in Switserland (landslides and mudtlows as a threat to hydraulic engineering works) and in
Equador (environmental impact assessments) and finally Utrecht and Delft Geotechnics in
a large EU-project in France. As examples two illustrations are presented. In figure 9 the
Breiierberg in Varariberg (Austria) is shown where Delft is estimating the risk of a large rock
slide and the area over which the blocks will be spread in case of a rock fall (Berkelaar,
1994).
In figure 10 a small landslide in varved clays in the French Alps is depicted the
displacement mechanisms of which have been studied in detail by the Utrecht Group (Van
Genuchtcn. 1989). The ha1.ard network cooperates also in the framewerk of the IDNDR
(International Decade of Natura! Disaster Reduction). A UNESCO Centre of Excellence for
training in hazard assessment has been established in the Netherlands manned by the !TC.
Delft (Faculty of Civil Engineering) and Utrecht, while the Royal Academy of Sciences has
created a national IDNDR-working group in which under the chairmanship of Nicuwenhuis
(Utrecht). Delft (Faculty of Civil Engineering) and ITC cooperate amongst othcrs.
Hazard asscssment for the environment of infrastructural works is more in the fine of
companies. Fugro perforrns seismie risk analysis for power plants and offshore structures but
11
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also for example mudflow risks for offshore structures in or near soft clays. Those mudflows
may be triggered by gravity forces (sloping terrain) but also by wave induced bottorn forces,
currents and seismie activity (Van der Zwaag et al., 1988). Delft Geotechnics encountered
a number of natura] hazards aroutld aircraft shelters in the Near-East. ·An assessment was
made of high water tables and salt deposits solution, high winds, dust, llooding and seismie
risk.

In the modem sense of the word ground behaviour is more than the stress-strain relations of
traditional civit engineering. Geology introduced the effects of time: aging and diagenesis,
and soit scicnce introduced chemistry in weathering, precipitation and in general in pore-lluid
partiele-skeleton interactions. ft is understandable therefore that engineering geologists were
specifically involved in these extensions of traditional constitutive equations.
l11e Geological Survey drew the attention to the effects of facies and stress history on the
geotechnical properties of some clays (Schokking, 1990). GSN moreover paid much attention
to compressible 1ayers in the shallow subsoit of the Netherlands since those layers affect the
costs of construction and rnaintenance of rnunicipal infrastructure (sewage, roads, etcetera).
The distribution of government support to municipalities is based on crj teria designed by
GSN and Delft Geotechnics. GSN is now making maps for provinces and municipalities
(Schokking. Hoogendoom, 1991) aft er some joint pioneering work w ith Delft Geotechnics
(Krajicek. Nieuwenhuis. 1982).
Fugro focussed on some special sands which were encountercel in its offshore practice :
calcareous and micaceous sands. Calcareous sands fmmd on continental shelf areas in tropical
and subtropical regions are characterized by low in-situ densities, high compressibility and
weak individual particles compared with quarzitic sands. The low hearing capacity and low
shaft friction of foundation piles in calcareous sands are as yet nol adequately integrated in
analytica( or numerical models. For that reason oit companies - the prime clients for offshore
pile foundations - rely on instrumenteel pite load tests.
Soil investigations for the projeeled Jamuna bridge in Bangla Desh have shown the
abundant presence of micaceous sands. Since mica particles like carbonale particles are weak
and their skeleton is compressible similar problems are expected for pile foundations. Fugro
wil! perfarm the site investigation for the bridge and investigations of the sand behaviour
have started.
Delft Geotechnics was also confrontcel with calcareous sands especially during dredging
operations. The sands are easily broken and worn away during hydraulic transport resulting
in a mud-like compressible and very slowly cicwatering deposit. In the research how to treat
these sands in thc least harmful way the sedimentology group of the University of Utrecht
participated through microscopie investigations.
The analysis of structure and structure formation even in very young sediments is
developing into a relevant research topic in geotechnics and engineering geology due to its
predielive value for the future behaviour of grounds. Delft Geotechnics has looked in the
development of strengtil and permeability of clay liners and dike revetments in cooperalion
with the Department of Public Works (Kruse, Nieuwenhuis, 1993). In figure 11 the extent
of the unsaturated zone of an in landdikeis shown demonstraling that a dike is really a ridge
in flat country. Active weathering in partly saturated soits provakes a lot of modilïcations in
the soils of an earth structure in a brief Iapse of time. Also in the investigation of
compressibility and creep of peat and of dike bodies in slow movement the analysis of the
structure plays a role. 1t is expected to clarify relations and to develop models from a joint
effort of Delft Geotechnics, Public Works, the Geotechnical Group of Delft University and
the Physical Geography Group of Utrecht.
Although this Symposium is devoted to unconsolidated sediments the history of Dutch
engineering geology is very incomplete if the behaviour of rocks would be excluded. Rock
outcrops are rare in the Netherlands. Foundation problems on rock are therefore very limited.
but settiement problems due to caving in of abandoned underground coalmines and rock salt
cavities occur. These problems logether with subsidence due to oil and gas extraction and
rock cutting problems of the dredging industry are the main topics of Dutch rock mechanics.
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Figure 11. Cross-section of a dikc with permanently saturated and intermittently saturated
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Figure 13. Different geomaterials investigated by the Delft engineering geology group
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Figure 12. Rate of wear (g/m) of steel chisels versus feed (mm/revolution) for four mortar
compositions

The engineering geology group of Delft University also teaches rock mechanics proper for
those students that will encounter rock problems abroad. Within that frame work the
behaviour of old piJlars in dcserted chalc mines in South Limburg was studied. The detected
slow deercase in strength due to creep and the eventual collapse of the pillars makes these
investigations, both experimental and numerical, very relevant (Bekendam, Price, 1993).
Delft Geotechnics and Delft Hydraulics have studied rock cutting for many years on request
of the Dutch dredging industry. The cutting process, the limits of strength and hardness of
rocks to be dredged and the effeetiveness ofprocess parameters are relatively well understood
now. Many important details however are still in focus such as the difference between
artificially made and natura! rocks, thc behaviour of "mixed" soils (clay-rock or sand-rock
transitions) and abrasive wear. The last topic has been investigated thoroughly by the
Engineering geology group of Delft University (Deketh, Verhoer. 1993). In ligure 12 the
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Figure 14. l11e ring shear device of the University of Utrecht
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effect of depth of penetration of chisels ("feed") and wear rate are shown for 4 dilTerent
~rtificial rock types. From sample me I to me 6 the avcrage grain sizc of thc quan. particles
111 thc morlar decreascs. There sccms to exist a clcar rclation between grain size and wcar
logether with proper reeds to avoid excessive wear.
The Delft engineering geology group offers a wide spectrum of methods and tests to
characterize and classify artifical and natura! rocks and rock fragments (figure 13).
Ap.art from standard tests such as the Brazilian tensile stmngth, the point load strength and
the h~e t~e gr?up focusscs on durability of (natura!) building materia Is. Microscopie analysis
of ~lil shdes IS u~:d to deleet vulnerable or swelling minerals in the rock matrix to predict
rehably on durab1hty. Another focus is on rock sample versus rock mass properties. Since
rock mass properties are more importantfora nurnber of problerns Delft has investigated the
reduction of propagation speed of seismie waves duc to rock mass propertics such as joints
and faults and the scale effects of large testing devices such as the plate bearing test (PBT).
PBT's anyhow are a worthwhilc way to test rocks. Also Fugro and Delft Geotechnics
perform plate bearing tests routinely to obtain rock mass parameters. Since the PBT is so
much rcplacing traditional lab tests in soil mechanics as soon as rocks are cncountered the
PBT is considercd in this section and nol under site investigations.
Seve~al special lab testing instruments have been dcveloped to invcstigatc engineering
geolog1cal problerns; a few are mcntioned hcre. Delft Geotechnics lookcd into the option of
cry~gen~c slorage of liqueli.cd gas in clay or rock caverns. Adaptations of triaxial testing
dcv1ces 111 order to test speetmens at -120°C or lower temperaturcs werc so radical that new
ins~nnn:nts originated (Zorn, Schaminee, 1990). TI1e Physical Geography Group of the
Umversl!y of Utrecht focussed on the behaviour of active, moving landslidcs in order to have
kno"':l~dge in advance of at least onc parameter, thc factor of safety. In practice the field
condl!~ons appearcd to bc more complex and rate effects (viscosity) and transitions from peak
to res1dual strength needed to be considered (Nicuwenhuis. 1991). Thc Utrecht Group
developed a ring shear device in order to study thc effect of very large defonnations on the
strength development along shear planes (ligure 14). At the same time rate effects which
a~peared to be strong in several clay types were investigated through simp Ie viscosimeter and
d1rect shear tests but also through large scale fïeld tests in tilting tanks (Van Asch et al.
1984).
.
The reader should be aware at the end of this paragraph that the discussion of ground
behaviour has intentionally be ~irni~cd to typkal engineering geological problcms as they are
addressed by researchers work111g 111 that field. Much of the rcsults presenled is bascd upon
fundamental research work, also pcrforn1ed in the Netherlands, that has nol been mcntioned
due to Jack of spacc.

Gcological Survey manages a geological data base which contains the major data of. 9
instilllles and companics. the only national (engineering) gcological data base for terrestn~l
data in the Netherlands. Offshore geological data (amongst the rnany data) are also slored m
a national data base called MARIS. Fugro and GSN are partners in MARIS.
For data presenlat ion ever more institutes and companies employ Geographical Info~mati?n
Systems (GIS). Pionecrs in the field of GIS in the Netherlands are the !TC .and the Umvers.lty
of Utrecht. !TC deploys ILWIS (lntegrated Land and Watershed lnformatron System).~~1ch
was explicitly made to model complex surface geomorphology (Gorte el al., 1988; MeiJennk,
1988). Figure 8 of this paper is in ILWIS; the clear original colours are unfortunately nol
rcproduceablc. Burrough fr~m the Department of Geographical .Sciences Utrech~ developcd
GJS-systems for a wide scope of applications including geodet1cal surveys. soera! data and
land registry. Utrecht is busy to explore systern interfaces between wellknown GIS-systems
such as lntergraph and Arcinfo and to address error propagation within GIS (Burrough e.t at.,
1993). In figure 15 the rclation between relative costs (amount of data) al)d PSE (Pred~cted
standard error) is shown. The (busy) ligure demonstrales small dilTerences .b~twe.en predtc~ed
and validatcd errors and thc superiority of kriging imterpolation over empmcal mterpolauon
if suftkient data are available.
GIS-systems are so lirmly established as a basis for presentation, interpretation and
interac,ti~n of data bases that the ICES-programme Land-Water-Impuls (LW!) initiale? by ~he
Dutch govemment to integrale adequatepartsof civil engineering. environmental engmeer111g
and informaties for data management and decision support has selected GIS for a c.ommon
basis. The Earth Resources Department of !TC organized a seminar on 30-GIS 111 ~elft
focussing on mineral exploration and engineering geology (Hack, Sides, 1994). The ~~m111ar
even addressed 4D-GIS including developments with time. The value ~nd p;eclsiOn. of
GJS-systems is dependent upon the amount and quality of the da~a. The d1.scuss1on~ d~nng
the seminar raised doubts regarding qualily and amount of data 111 geologtcal apphcattons.
orten the data are insuflicient to perforrn more than nicely presenled guesswork. In several
scctions of this paper similar opinions werc given, see for instanee paragraph 2 on
geostatistics and Burrough's ( 1993) remarks in this paragraph on accuracy and amount of
data.

Cost-quality camparisans for regression
mapping and ordinary kriging
PSE

RMSE

0 .9 , . - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

6 PRESENTATIONS

Methad

Special map making dcpartments cxist in the Gcological Survey of thc Netherlands, in the
Faculty of Geographical Sciences University of Utrecht (Cartography Section) and in the
~ntemationallnstitute for Aerosurvey and Earth Sciences. Drawing rooms for maps are found
lil all the major actors in the field of engineering geology such as Fugro, Delft Geotechnics
and Delft Univ:rsity. G~N is the only institute which publishes rnaps in sizable printings. A
good example IS the senes of maps on the occurrence of raw matcrials and minerals at or
near thc surface (Zagwijn. Van Staalduinen, 1975).
Data bases for geological and engineering geological data are made and maintaincd in all
departments an~ companies mentioned in thc first subsection of this paragraph. Whereas
Delft Geotechrllcs, Fugro. ITC and Utrecht University only store their own data the
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7 EDUCATION
The study for engineering gcologist in the Facult of M' . E .
.
.
of Technology is based on the philosoph
y d . '"'.ng ngmeenng of Dellt University
.
·
Y presente m f1gure 16.
. The .scope of the study IS very widc in which ex crt knowl
.
edge of general gcology, Site
mvestigation and partsof nol less than 8 othcr di . ~·
must rather be understood as the area from h' S~l~mc~ are rcqucstcd. Thc last rcquircmcnt
specialization. The engineering geologists ,;n~cd oue : vaneed student selccts his pcrsonal
successful. Dependent upon the employe th
t f y Delft were and are generally very
Often mentioned are the emphasis on r~kere ar~ o. course remarks on lacking elements.
mechanics and quaternary eolo
W'th
mee anics an~ !he smaller attention for soil
specialized in geotechnics _gas s~!~ess~r ,:~ a~~ent. of Dieter Genske - a ei vil engineer
vanish. Unfortunately the author must uarant~:' thPrlce these remarks most proba~Jy will
remarks wil! rise unavoidably The D lr7
.
. e new professor that new and different
engineering geologists. Most have fo~nd enr~~::~~:~geol?~Y gr?up has tu':'ed outsome 80
in accordance with !heir prefessional educ~tion Th E p~I~ons m compames and institutes
headed by Nick Rengers has always coo ratcd. I el ar.
esourcc Department of the ITC

wer~a jointce~~=~r~~~r~f~l~~~r~~pi~e ~gineering

geology courses and the field work
were open to JTC-students with ro er
l'fi .
e
. e courses
unversities wishing to speci~lize I'n pengpi·n ~ua ' ICalllons and earth scientists from other
·
eenng geo ogy .
.
I
There IS noother complete training in enginecri
courses and research topics resembling the Delft~~~e? ?gy although some u~iversities have
group of the Unvcrsity of Utrecht offers two speciad~~~~~ent~~e. Tl~e Physlcal geography
physics in !heir base study. One is hydraulica! in natu;e

(Te~,;~~\~~ ~~~~n~dwf~~u,~s~~

on coastal dynamics and scdimcntology thc othcr is geotechnically oricntcd (N icuwenhuis.
Van Asch) and focusses on mass movcmcnts. landslides, eartl1quakcs and soil erosion. The
courses are taken by physical gcographers. geologists and geophysicists from Utrecht.
Although the research addrcsses natura I processes rather than technica! probieros the students
and junior doctors tend orten to start working in either scientific or technica! jobs. There is
a recent development, somewhal earlier in hydraulics than in geotechnics, to combine
research proposals of the Delft department of civil engineering and the Utrecht group in
which Delft perfarms the analysis and Utrecht the experiments and t11e field work. Utrecht
turned out some 40 students and IS doctorales in the hydraulica! line and some 20 students
and 5 doctorales in the geotechnical line.
Rupke from the University of Amsterdam runs a group on mountain geology and
geomorphology. This group is cooperating with Austrian and Swiss counties on landslide risk
and training of small rivers. And finally Koster from the University of Utrecht within the
framework of quaternary geology and river morphology is performing interesting research
on river hydrology.
'
We can hardly overestimate the contribution of the Section of Engineering Geology of t11e
Geological and Mining Society of the Netherlands to the education of engineering geologists
and to !heir awareness of being a professional group. The initiator and first chairman of the
Section Bob Hageman of the Geological Survey created an ent110usiastic atmosphere and
focussed a bil on the engineering use of raw matcrials and minerals. Highlight of his tenn
was the International Symposium on "Sand gravel and crushed stone" held in Enschede. and
published in Bulletin of the IAEG 10, 1974. The second chairman, your author, has pul the
emphasis on engineering gcology applications in civil engineering problems and works.
During his term an international symposium was held in Renesse (Oele (ed.): Geologie en
Mijnbouw, Special Issue, 1979/4).
Nieuwenhuis' successor Erno Oele was rightly called "Mr. lngeokring" ("Mr. Engineering
Geology Section") by Miehiel Maurenbrecher in the last Nieuwsbrief (newsletter) of the
Section. Oele chaired the Section for almost 10 years and had the great honour to host the
6th International Congressof the IAEG in Amsterdam in 1990 (A.A. Balkema, 5 volumes).
Engineering geology had become so established in the meaotime that orientation of the
Section by the chairman was no Jonger needed. Erno offered his memhers a balanced
programme of activities. Our present chairman Niek Rengerstook over in 1991. Niek was
of memher of the Section' s committee during all the twenty years we are celebrating today .
The same is truc of David Price if we disregard the first year. David never wished to be
chairman but he has served the Section very well both in the committee and in international
affairs. The venue of the IAEG in Amsterdam was on his credit in the first place. lt is hoped
and expected that the Section of Engineering Geology will grow and flourish for many years
to come!
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